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Traditionally, state teachers 
colleges have been entrusted with 

the responsibility for preparing under
graduates in the various areas of teacher-
education. Events during the past few 
months, hysterical as well as historical, 
have focused attention on the role of 
the state teachers college in American 
collegiate education. A short time ago, 
one president of a distinguished liberal 
arts college publicly stated that the 
teachers college was originally created 
to prepare elementary school teachers 
and that deviation from this mandated 
responsibility was unfortunate. At a 
recent national conference at Yale Uni
versity, attended by some of the most 
brilliant minds in the country, there 
were statements by more than a few 
notables that we must abandon "soft 
education" and "education for life 
adjustment." Some of the partici
pants attributed much of the dis
favor of public education presently 
in vogue, to a failure of the teachers 
college. Other individuals elsewhere, 
especially those professionally concerned 
with the teachers colleges, find it neces
sary to remake their schools into multi
purpose institutions with complete pro
grams in liberal as well as in profes
sional education. With the space satel
lite above us, with ever increasing num
bers of students (and their parents) 
clamoring for entrance to our hallowed 
portals, with our well-wishers lifting us 
up by our bootstraps, and our dis
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paragers sitting on our slightly cracked 
eggheads, it cannot be said that the role 
of the state teachers college is either 
stationary or easily definable. Com
pounded with the uncertainties implicit 
in the above considerations, is the 
uniqueness of a particular program 
within the college and the ability of the 
college to administer that program. 
Specifically, what issues should we be 
concerned with as instructors of 
teachers of the mentally handicapped? 

Three issues appear to be basic in 
evaluating the role of the college in this 
preparation: quantity, quality, and com
munity leadership. While recognizing 
the natural interrelationships among 
these issues, for the sake of discussion, 
each will be regarded as a separate 
entity. 

QUANTITY 

Some may believe that concern for 
the number of students that a college 
prepares is pedestrian, unimportant and 
even negatively related to the quality 
of that preparation. Some warn about 
being trapped in a numbers race, crash 
program or assault by the educational 
expansionists. However, at this time 
of serious teacher shortage and with the 
prospect of a far greater shortage with 
the coming of mandatory legislation for 
special classes (this legislation is a reality 
in ten states), it is incumbent upon us 
to consider the effectiveness of our con
tribution using quantitative as well as 
qualitative criteria. 

In a recent study of undergraduate 
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teacher education programs in the area 
of the raentally handicapped, senior 
students in Special Education at New 
Haven State Teachers College found 
that colleges and universities graduate 
an average of nine special education 
majors a year (10). Of the 63 ques
tionnaires sent to department heads 
offering this program, 49 or 77 per cent 
were returned. Of the nine state teach
ers colleges who replied, four ranked 
among the first five colleges and uni
versities as to the number 01 students 
graduated in Special Education in 1956. 
The questionnaires revealed that the 49 
programs are located in three general 
areas: South-Central, South-Western 
and Middle-Eastern United States. 
Twenty-three states reported having 
programs. Of the replies, all but one 
stated that the number of their gradu
ates was insufficient to meet the needs 
in their state. More significant than the 
numerical results, were the descriptive 
ones. In answering the question, "Was 
this number of graduates sufficient in 
consideration of the needs in your 
State?", department heads said the 
following: 

1. "By nó means . . . we of course lose 
students to other surrounding states." 

2. "No! ! I" (There were many "No" an
swers with assorted exclamation marks, 
underlines, and capitalizations). 

3. "No. We have approximately ten job 
offerings for each graduate," 

4. "No, not by about 200." 
5. "Insufficient data concerning actual 

needs but quite evident from the re
quests made to die placement bureau 
dire shortage exists." 

6. "No-—not anywhere near enough," 
7. "No! According to statistics—they 

could have used 100I , , . My (one) 
graduate went out-of-state for her posi
tion due to circumstances beyond her 
control." 

8. "Not by any means. We need several 
times this number," 

g, 'We need somewhere between 75 and 
100 new teachers per year to take care 
of expansion and turnover. There are 
two institutions in our State approved 
for the training of teachers of the men-
Lilly retarded, namely — 

and •••••• •• ——, 
The total trained last year was approxi
mately 20." 

10. "No—we could have turned out 75 and 
still not reached maximum numbers," 

11. "It is a conservable (sic) estimate that if 
everyone of the training centers were 
operating at a maximum which would 
be some 25 students for each, it would 
take approximately 30 years to meet the 
current needs of the state." 

12. "Extremely insufficient." 
13. "Definitely not! Perhaps three times as 

many schools would establish classes if 
properly trained teachers were avail
able." 

14. "No. Very great needs at high school 
level and for trainable mental re
tardates." 

Perhaps the seriousness of this short
age could be emphasized with the reac
tion of one department head to the 
above question: "Our State law was 
passed in 1951. We now have 500 
teachers engaged in this field, many of 
them only partially trained. But they 
seem to satisfy the parents and the tax
payers; what else can be said?" 

What- are the implications of this 
study ? In a nation, where in 25 years, 
there, will be a population of 250,000,000, 
where the school-age group under 20 
years will increase 70 per cent and where 
college populations will double, colleges 
and universities are, in general, not ex
panding to meet current and anticipated 
needs and are, specifically, not expand
ing to meet the need for special educa
tion for the mentally handicapped (8) i 
Although some colleges have extensive 
graduate programs in Special Education 
-—programs sorely needed—the under
graduate program must be depended 
upon to supply a good share o£ class
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room teachers. The long-argued ques
tion of whether or not regular class 
teaching should be a prerequisite for 
all teachers of the mentally handicapped 
needs more informed answering than 
has been heretofore supplied. The ques
tion of recruitment within the frame
work 'of quality programs must be 
studied. As the heart of the state teach
ers college is its undergraduate teacher-
education program, the college must 
consider its major role (that of prepar
ing teachers) in the total planning for 
children who are mentally handicapped 
and analyze the contribution it is mak
ing while fulfilling this role. 

QUALITY 

In view of the dearth of teacher-
candidates for the mentally handi
capped, there is an unfortunate possibil
ity that the quality of the preparation 
will not be considered as demanding a 
problem as the numbers needed to fill 
existing needs. Tenny realized that 

. . increasing demand for teachers for 
these children (mentally handicapped) 
tends to cause us to think more in terms 
of recruitment than selection. More 
teachers are needed, but they must be 
good teachers." (9). Because of the 
great teacher shortage, Cain found a 
lowering of teacher standards and num
erous classes being taught . . by 
emergency teachers with little training 
or experience" (2). 

Do we have to sacrifice the quality 
of the program in order to attract suffi
cient numbers of students to relieve the 
pressure for more teachers? Will a 
dynamic and challenging learning situa
tion attract the able student? Aren't 
the problems of quality and quantity 
closely interrelated ? It is proposed that 
colleges investigate the practicality and 
effectiveness of a different approach in 

the education of teachers of the mentally 
handicapped. Will a clinically oriented 
program offer one solution for more 
teachers more adequately educated? 

In a bulletin published by Goddard 
College, there is a statement that offers 
the key to this proposal; . . telling is 
not teaching . . . learning is something 
other than listening . . . learning is ac
tion, carried on by groups and indi
viduals to satisfy demanding needs . . . 
teaching creates the framework for 
identifying those needs and working 
towards their satisfaction" (3). 

Does learning have to be unidimen
sional on the teacher-education level? 
Why does the instructor have to "tell" 
the class and why does the sense of 
hearing appear to be the only vehicle 
for student conceptualization ? There 
is a body of literature that suggests that 
a clinically oriented program may pro
vide the most meaningful type of educa
tion for teachers of the mentally handi
capped. In a study of the methods in 
recruiting special class teachers, Lord 
and Wallace found that the most im
portant factor in recruitment was in the 
opportunities prospective teachers had 
for real experience with handicapped 
people (5). There are others who have 
found it more vital for the student to 
observe and work with the cerebrally 
palsied, the brain-injured, the pseudo-
retarded, than only to discuss the 
Strauss Syndrome or Hungerford's clas
sification of the non-academic child. 
Throughout the literature, there is a 
continuity of belief that dynamic learn
ing takes place when theory is brought 
to life by the actual experience, when 
theory is learned to bring meaning and 
order to the complexities of a real 
dilemma. In an analysis of professional 
experiences of graduate degree holders 
in Special Education, Goldberg reported 
that subjects stated, as their primary 
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teacher-training recommendation, an in
crease in practical experiences for stu
dents (4). In a review of the basic ele
ments in a teacher preparation program 
in the area of the mentally handicapped, 
Tenny stated that an initial course to 
be taken should be one in mental defi
ciency and should provide, in addition 
to the theoretical material, . . suffi
cient clinical and laboratory experiences 
so that mentally handicapped children 
at their several levels of deviation will 
be understood" (9). 

In addition to the invaluable insight 
derived from discovering children's char
acteristics and needs, the clinical-type 
program can help the student see his 
place as the teacher on the multidisci
plinary team in Special Education. 
Being an observer of children in a spe
cial class through a period of time per
mits the student to see children grow. 
The unfolding of personalities can be 
studied and the contributions of other 
workers in the field can be appreciated. 
The U. S. Department of Health, Edu
cation and Welfare's newest edition of 
Teachers of Children Who are Mentally 
Retarded finds that an important area 
needing further study is the role of the 
teacher in the "team" approach in plan
ning for children who are mentally 
handicapped (7). 

In summary, there are reports to the 
effect that meaningful experience in ob
serving and working with children will 
aid the Special Education Department 
in: recruitment, more thorough educa
tion of prospective teachers, and in de
fining its place on the multidisciplinary 
team. £ ' 

How can a clinical program be im
plemented within a state teachers col
lege? One possibility is to organize a 
campus demonstration class either on 
a permanent basis or through the use 
of different groups sharing the facility 

for varying lengths of time. Either 
through the use of an observation room 
having a one-way vision mirror and 
monitoring circuit or educational TV, 
students would be able to observe, to 
ask, to discuss what they are seeking 
while they are in the clinical situation. 
Professional preparation would be clini
cal in the sense that learning would 
take place through actual participation 
with and observation of children, par
ents, and professionals in the various 
disciplines under supervised conditions; 
students would be able to observe all 
aspects of an integrated curriculum for 
the mentally handicapped and would be 
given opportunities to work with small 
groups of children and their parents 
under the guidance of teachers, psy
chologists, social workers, and physi
cians. The course content would 
combine clinical observation and par
ticipation to identify student-determined 
problems; the solution of these problems 
would be found through the use of all 
resources presently available (texts, lec
tures, discussions, visitations) combined 
with the long term use of observation. 
This program would not take the place 
of student teaching; rather, it would be 
a more meaningful preparation for the 
tyro's first teaching experience. 

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP 

What is the leadership role of the 
state teachers college in Special Educa
tion? What are our responsibilities as 
consultants to local school systems and 
parent groups; as researchers; as un
dergraduate, graduate and in-service 
preparing institutions; and as producers 
concerned with the quality of the in
stitutional product—the teacher? 

The member of the college Special 
Education Department must carry many 
portfolios. To the undergraduate, he is 
first the preceptor and counsellor. He 
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must have had extensive practical ex
perience with children in classrooms; 
however, he dare not be labeled as a 
"methods" person (there is a special 
place in purgatory, in limbo, for 
''methods," be they people or courses). 
He must have a strong theoretical back
ground to make his courses meaningful 
and interesting. He must understand 
college age students and hope that they 
understand him. To the graduate stu
dent, he is first an advisor—in personal 
matters, job conflicts, thesis headaches, 
and course requirements. He must have 
a good research background; however, 
he spends too much o£ his research time 
explaining the concept of "mean" and 
"sigma." For the P.T.A., the A.R.C., 
the Civic Club, he must be willing and 
•able 	 to speak; for the profession, he 
must be willing (if not able) to write. 
He must consult with local school 
boards when invited to do so; however, 
he must not take sides on sensitive issues 
or be critical without request. He must 
have the rare ability to be honest, yet 
not disturbing. He must be available 
to assume responsibilities faced by all 
college teachers; however, his responsi
bilities will be more intense and persist
ent since he is functioning in an en
vironment professionally understaffed 
in spite of rapid growth. 

Can the college teacher be all these 
things? He can try. There is one re
port with regard to a grass-roots move
ment of teachers sponsored by a uni
versity Special Education Department. 
Throughout that state, small groups of 
teachers are meeting to solve real 
problems of program content and phi
losophy. Another college Special Edu
cation Department has undertaken the 
responsibility for distributing mimeo
graphed articles of practical importance 
for the classroom teacher. 

The college teacher must investigate 

the professional progress of his students 
after completion of their formal educa
tion. In a survey of special class teachers 
graduated from New Haven State 
Teachers College during the past five 
years, it was disclosed that the majority 
remained in Special Education and 
found the work very satisfying (r). Ore 
of those teachers who left Special Educa
tion, the most frequent reason given was 
lack of a position. Analysis of this find
ing showed that there were numerous 
openings in Connecticut; however, 
teachers were unwilling to leave chosen 
localities and, as a result, transferred to 
geographically accessible elementary 
positions. During a period of severe 
teacher shortage throughout the coun
try, the implications of such data are 
evident. 

CONCLUSIONS 

What is the role of the State Teachers 
College in the preparation of teachers 
of the mentally handicapped? It is to 
prepare as many good teachers as possi
ble within the limits of available facili
ties and qualified teacher-candidates. It 
is to serve the community and the pro
fession in all ways feasible. How can 
we prognosticate its future in this prep
aration? It can, through a willingness 
to experiment with dynamic concepts of 
learning, supply a quality of prepara
tion that may have serious implications 
for all higher education. It may attract 
the best teacher-candidates as a result 
of favorable government legislation au
thorizing federal training grants to stu
dents and colleges in Special Education 
(at this time there are a number of 
pertinent bills before the House of Rep
resentatives and Senate). It can con
tinue to bring greater understanding of 
the needs of the mentally handicapped 
to both the professional and layman 
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through its consultants, lecturers, writers 
and researchers. 

It seems certain that, although not 
easy to define, the role o£ the state 
teachers college in the preparatiou_of 
teachers of the mentally handicapped 
is an authentic one. 
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